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Corsica is a paradise for walkers and this guide presents the stunning Mare e
Monti, Mare-Mare Nord and Mare-Mare Sud long-distance routes. The coast-
to-coast routes cover 26 days of the rugged interior and the softer south of
the island, along with the exceptional coastline. A supplementary section has
18 day-walks, exploring the forests, cascades, maquis and river gorges. A
range of comfortable hostels and hotels ensure walkers are never far from an
overnight stop and some excellent catering.

Illustrated with informative colour maps and photographs, and valuable
content, this is the long-distance walker-s ultimate guide to the randonnées
of Corsica.

Key marketing points
• Three long-distance trails take you around and through the island.
• 18 quality day-walks lead you to discover towering forests, gushing

cascades, isolated coves, aromatic maquis and spectacular river gorges.
• The trails explore both the remote areas of this beautiful island and the

more well-known parts.
• Detailed travel and other information is provided in order to make the

most of your walks and your stay on Corsica.

About the author
Gillian Price has explored the mountains of Italy and Corsica, bringing them
to life in a series of outstanding guides. She is member of the Italian Alpine
Club and Outdoor Writers' Guild.
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